CARTOMIZER INSTRUCTIONS

1. Using the same steps for filling as the clearomizer. Just push out your cartomizer from the surrounding tank, and slowly fill up around the air passage so the material around the battery connector is sufficiently saturated with your Juishy E-Liquid. Take care not to get any liquid in the air passage as it may destroy the cartomizer or be inhaled when your VAPE is used. Let sit 90 minutes.

CARTOMIZER TANK INSTRUCTIONS

1. First follow the regular instructions above, then continue;

2. Remove Drip Tip from Tank, Set aside.

3. Pull cartridge down about half way. Fill around cartridge. Do not get any liquid into your cartridge. Fill tank about half way or a bit more and push cartridge up, and then replace drip tip. Needle tips work best for this.

4. Let tank and cartomizer sit for about 90-120 minutes to ‘prime’ itself. Failure to let it sit could cause cartridge burnout. Let stand 1.5-2 hours for best flavor and to avoid burnt coils.